SHALLOW H2O FIN MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS
(LONG or SHORT)

Mounts to Any Standard Longboard Fin Box
Included w/ Fin: (2) Slider Plates, (2) 1" Screws, (2) 1¼" Screws
Note: Slider plates and screws are Size 10-32, so be sure to use enclosed hardware or hardware of the same size.

1) If applicable, remove old fin and slider plates from inside fin box using needle nose pliers or a thin
screwdriver to help angle the plates out of the gap located in the center or ends of fin box.
2) Using needle nose pliers or thin screwdriver, insert slider plates (A) into the gap of fin box,
approximately positioning them about 1" inside either end.
3) Place the Shallow H2O Fin alongside the fin box so that the front and back holes of the fin are in
about the same position as the corresponding holes in the slider plates, using needle nose pliers or a
thin screwdriver to adjust slider plates. (Middle hole in fin without a black plastic washer is a drain
hole & should be left open. See diagram.)
4) Slide the fin into position over the holes of the slider plates and loosely screw one of the holes in place
with a 1¼" screw. Repeat on the second hole. (By leaving the first screw loose, you will be able to
maneuver the fin until you capture the second plate with its screw.)
5) Finally, line up the fin with the center of your board by looking down the back of the fin toward the
nose of your board. Once the fin is centered, tightened down both screws so fin is snug against board.
If fin doesn't mount firmly in place, then replace screws, one at a time, with the 1" screws that
are included for boards with shallower fin boxes. Note: You will only use one set of screws. Two
lengths are included to account for variations in fin box depths.
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